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ISPF Capabilities via FTP—
Without TSO

By  J e f f  G a l l a g h e r

Before, we didn’t have the ability to do ISPF-type functions
using FTP to access desired files at the host site. Learn how a
new software product, ISPF/ftp, gives us the capability.

A software product starts as an idea, a concept. It has long been a
dream of mine to build a software product that other profession-

als would find useful and unique. It seemed, though, that all the good
software tools had already been invented. That was, until I found a
need for something that, at that point, didn’t exist.

The concept here is the ability to do ISPF-type functions using FTP
(File Transfer Protocol) to access the desired files at the host site. A
new software product called ISPF/ftp does just that. It is currently
available for beta testing, and can be downloaded on the Web at
http://www.geocities.com/ISPFftp.

THE CONCEPT

After many years as an MVS systems programmer, and also as a
programmer analyst, I found I wanted the familiarity of an ISPF
environment to work with files on non-MVS systems via FTP. I also
found that if the local MVS system has an FTP server running, access
to MVS files via FTP was extremely fast compared to the time required
to start up a terminal emulator program (like “Extra!”), and then
logging on to TSO. At my prior employers’ site, it would take several
minutes to start up the terminal emulator and log on to TSO. To start
up an FTP client program, like WS_FTP, I could connect to the main-
frame and start copying files to my PC within a matter of seconds. If I
only wanted to do a quick browse of a JCL file, those few minutes to
logon to TSO seemed to take forever.

ISPF

If you have ever worked in an MVS environment, you undoubtedly
were exposed to ISPF. My first introduction to it was in the early ’80s,
and it was a welcome change from the plain ol’ TSO commands (you
old-timers might remember things like ATTR, OUTPUT, ALLOC, etc).
ISPF’s menu-driven environment made working in MVS much easier,
and has become the center of the MVS programmer’s toolkit.

One of my tasks as a programmer was to set up file transfers from
the mainframe to our Unix servers using FTP. At that time, TCP/IP had
been recently installed, and FTP was initially configured so that any-
one with a TSO ID was automatically granted access to FTP. With later
versions of TCP/IP, TSO users must have something called an OMVS
segment defined in order to use FTP with your TSO ID.

FTP

FTP has been around for many years, but only somewhat recently has it
become more common on MVS systems. The actual specifications for the
File Transfer Protocol can be found at http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc959.html.
Most GUI FTP client programs handle all the internals of file transfers, but
the essence of doing an FTP file transfer involves only a few basic steps:

� establishing a connection to the host site with a known user ID and
password, or with the “anonymous” login (if allowed by that server)

� navigating to the proper directory at the host site
� indicating the type of data to be transferred (ASCII or binary)
� starting file transfers to and/or from the host
� disconnecting from the host site

Internally, within the FTP protocol, the above steps would be
accomplished using the FTP commands:

DB2AP98X  JOB07751  OUTPUT    4 Spool Files
DB2AP98X  JOB02161  OUTPUT    0 Spool Files -HELD-
DB2AP98X  JOB09708  OUTPUT    0 Spool Files -HELD-
DB2AP98X  JOB01694  OUTPUT    0 Spool Files -HELD-
DB2AP98X  JOB07751  OUTPUT    4 Spool Files
DB2AP98X  JOB02161  OUTPUT    0 Spool Files -HELD-
DB2AP98X  JOB09708  OUTPUT    0 Spool Files -HELD-
DB2AP98X  JOB01694  OUTPUT    0 Spool Files –HELD-

FIGURE 1: SAMPLE JOB OUTPUT LIST
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USER userid

PASS password

CWD (change working directory)

subdir/mydir

STOR filename.type

RETR filename.type

QUIT

FTP commands are universal to all imple-
mentations of FTP. This means that no matter
what server you connect to, with few excep-
tions, the internal process will work exactly
the same, although the user interface may
change somewhat.

MAINFRAME FTP

On an MVS system, FTP runs under
TCP/IP. While browsing the TCP/IP manual, I
found some surprising capabilities of the
TCP/IP FTP server. One was that a user could
submit batch jobs to MVS, and then retrieve
their output. This little bit of magic is started
by the FTP “SITE” command. “SITE” is used
to send “site-specific” data to the host (i.e.
commands unique to that particular host).

In MVS’s flavor of FTP, the SITE command
is used to indicate a variety of parameters,
including such things as values to be used to
allocate new datasets (like UNIT and VOL
SER, DCB attributes, etc.). In order to submit
jobs and retrieve their output, the SITE com-
mand has to be issued to the MVS FTP server,
as: “SITE FILETYP=JES”. Once this com-
mand is accepted, all files sent to the MVS
host are submitted as jobs to MVS. When
retrieving job output, the “filename” specified
is used to identify what job’s output should be
returned to the user. The “filename” in this
case is the unique MVS job ID (“JOB” + the
job number) – “JOBnnnnn” – with a suffix (or
pseudo-filetype) to indicate if only one specific
SYSOUT file is desired, or if all output from
the job should be returned.

I began experimenting with submitting jobs
from my PC. First, I used WS_FTP LE (a free
Limited Edition FTP client program from
Ipswitch.com) from my PC to copy most of
my JCL members from the mainframe to my
PC. Then I could use WS_FTP to get into JES
mode by right-clicking in the right window
(the window representing the files on the
remote site), then selecting the option “FTP
Commands”, then selecting “SITE”. WS_FTP
would then open a dialog box into which I
could type the parameters for the SITE com-
mand: “FILETYP=JES”. After that, any files I
transferred to the mainframe were submitted

as batch jobs. Now, when I did a “LIST” of the
files on the mainframe, I would see a list of all
jobs whose jobnames started with my logged
in user name (see FIGURE 1 on page 24, Sample
Job Output List).

To get the job’s output, FTP expects a file-
name in the form “JOBnnnnn.y”, where
“nnnnn” is the unique job number assigned by
JES, and “y” is either the number of the
SYSOUT file desired, or an “X” to get all
SYSOUT files for the job. When a number is
specified, it relates to the relative SYSOUT file
from the beginning of the job’s output. The first
SYSOUT file is the JES job log, the second is
the job’s JCL listing, the third is the allocation/
termination messages, and if there are any other
SYSOUT files from the execution of the job,
they would start with the number 4.

To get the output from my job, I first had to
get the MVS job number from that list. In my
example, the first job is DB2AP98X, with Job
ID of JOB07751. Then, to retrieve just the first

SYSOUT of the job, the JES job log (in JES2),
I would use a “filename” of “JOB07751.1”. To
retrieve all SYSOUT files from that job, I
would do an FTP retrieve for “file”
“JOB07751.X”. To do this retrieve with
WS_FTP, once in “JES mode”, I would right-
click on the right window (the remote site), and
select “FTP Commands”, then select “RETR”.
WS_FTP would then open a dialog box asking
“Enter remote file name to transfer to local sys-
tem”. I would type in the “jobname”, press
Enter, and a copy of my job’s output would be
saved to my PC. When retrieving all SYSOUT
files, FTP indicates where one SYSOUT ends
and the next starts by inserting the line: “!!
END OF JES SPOOL FILE !!”

In the above examples, the process of trans-
ferring data to and from the mainframe to a PC
involves a conversion between EBCDIC and
ASCII. If the JCL sent to the PC contains any
hexadecimal characters, they might get con-
verted incorrectly. The way around this would
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/**
* getUrlText.java
* @author  Jeff Gallagher
*
* This will take any URL (as an input parameter), and return the text from it.
*/

import java.awt.*;
import java.io.*;
import java.net.*;

public class getUrlText { // Object “getUrlText”

public getUrlText() { // Constructor “getUrlText”
initComponents();

}

/** This method is called from within the constructor to
* initialize the form.
*/

private void initComponents() {
// nothing to do to initialize the object

}

public String getUrlText(String urlName) { // Method “getUrlText”
try {

URL url = new URL(urlName);
InputStream inStream = url.openStream();
BufferedReader rdr = 

new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(inStream));
while ((line = rdr.readLine()) != null) {

strBuf.append(line + “\n”);
}
rdr.close();

}
catch (IOException e) {

return “I/O Exception occurred”;
}
return strBuf.toString();

}

StringBuffer strBuf = new StringBuffer(75000); // can expand as needed    
String line;

}

FIGURE 2: JAVA CODE TO OBTAIN THE TEXT FROM ANY URL
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be to transfer those files as “binary,” but then
all EBCDIC data from the mainframe winds
up still being EBCDIC on the PC. In that case,
an editor capable of interpreting EBCDIC data
is required.

ENTER THE
CLIENT-SERVER WORLD

I then made the change from mainframe
programming to the client-server world. In
this strange new world, there was no ISPF.
There was my PC, and there was this Unix
thing. I could build GUI applications on the
PC with PowerBuilder, but I needed to set up
a variety of things on the Unix server. There
were database scripts, stored procedures and
the like, that required me to connect to Unix
via Telnet, then try to navigate around the
unfamiliar territory with a whole new set of
data manipulation commands. I did learn
enough to get the job done, but I wound up
depending more on FTP as a means of getting
my Unix files over to the PC. Then I could use
Notepad (or some other text editor) to edit the
files, then FTP them back to Unix. I found I
could get the job done faster that way.

THE MOMENT OF CONCEPTION

I was in the midst of copying files from
Unix to my PC with FTP, editing them, and
then copying them back, when I thought, “I
wish I had a GUI that would grab a file with
FTP, allow me to edit it and save it back
with FTP.”

If I could do that all in one step, instead of
having to FTP it to my PC, then open it, edit
it, save it, then FTP it back, what a great time-
saver! I started thinking of building that tool

myself. I was used to building GUI applica-
tions with PowerBuilder, so I started doing
some research.

Since I already knew how to program in
PowerBuilder, that seemed the logical choice.
After some research, however, I found that
doing FTP calls within PowerBuilder was not
that simple. Nor was distributing PowerBuilder
applications to a wide variety of users over the
Internet (I was thinking ahead to building a
shareware utility).

When I entered the client-server program-
ming world, I explored different areas in an
effort to chart a course for my professional
future. My employer at the time was expand-
ing their Internet services, and the future was
looking bright in the Java development area. It
was suggested that I look into Java, Java
“servlets” (similar to Java applets, but run on a
Web server, not in your Web browser), and
JSP (Java Server Pages).

JAVA

At that point, I only knew a little about
Java. I knew about Java “applets” (relatively
small applications that run within a Web
browser), and I knew that Java programs
could run unchanged on any Java-supported
platform. Java accomplished the latter by
compiling programs down to “byte code,”
meaning that the compiler created code that
was interpreted at run time by the Java Virtual
Machine.

At about that time, my employer went
through some layoffs, and I and many other
programmers were let go. I decided to focus
my efforts on making this concept of an ISPF-
like GUI FTP application into a real software
product, and began work on it full-time.

I started learning more about Java over the
Internet. There are plenty of resources to learn
the language, starting with Sun Microsystems,
Inc. (http://java.sun.com), the makers of Java.
Sun has extensive online documentation of the
language itself, its many APIs (Application
Program Interfaces) and “Class” libraries, as
well as a detailed online tutorial for learning
all about Java one step at a time.

I found the Java language to be quite versa-
tile. For my needs, I found Java’s communica-
tions features fairly easy and straightforward.
Java was built with the Internet in mind, and
developing code to perform Internet file trans-
fers was actually quite simple.

As I thought about the concept of a univer-
sal ISPF-like GUI using FTP, the idea of
building it so it could run on any platform
seemed ideal, since I didn’t have that much
experience with Macs, or the other platforms
that Java supports.

There were a few areas I needed to learn in
order to build a GUI application that would
do FTP: how to use Java’s communications
features to handle FTP calls, the construc-
tion of screen components (text boxes, but-
tons and the like), and the user interaction
with those screen components.

To try to explain how to program in Java is
beyond the scope of this article, but I’ll describe
a little of it here to give an idea of the concepts
involved.

Java is a true object-oriented programming
language. To understand coding in Java, one
must be a little familiar with object-oriented
programming. In an object-oriented environ-
ment, a “Class” is like a blueprint, from which
actual programming “objects” can be created.
You use the Class blueprint to create any num-
ber of new instances of that object, much like

FIGURE 3: ISPF/FTP PRIMARY OPTION MENU FIGURE 4: PF KEY DEFINITIONS PANEL
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you could use the same blueprints to create any number of new hous-
es. Objects have “methods” and “properties.” A “method” is executable
code within the object, and “properties” are essentially variables with-
in the object. Method names are always followed by a set of parenthe-
ses. The parentheses contain any needed input parameters to the
method, or they can be empty. Objects can have a name, and the name
itself is actually a reference to the object. When coding the definition
of a new object, it generally looks like:

StringBuffer myStringBuf = new StringBuffer();

Where “StringBuffer” is the type of object, “myStringBuf” is the
name I want to call it, and “new StringBuffer()” means: create a new
object of type “StringBuffer”. The empty parentheses here imply that
we don’t have any particular requirements of this new object. It is pos-
sible to create references without actually creating the object by either
assigning the name to “null”, or by simply not initializing it at all:

String myString;

String mySecondString = null;

To show a little about how Java works with Internet files, let’s take a
simple example. Say we have a Web site from which we want to read
in the HTML text. The following five lines of code can be used to read
in the text from the desired Web page into a “StringBuffer” (a Java
expandable String-type data work area).

URL myUrl = new URL(“http://www.yoursite.com/yourfile.html”);

InputStream myInStrm = myUrl.openStream();

BufferedReader myRdr = new BufferedReader(new

InputStreamReader(myInStrm));

while ((line = rdr.readLine()) != null) {

strBuf.append(line + “\n”);

}

Translation:
Line 1 – create a URL object called myUrl, and create it using the

given Internet address.
Line 2 – create an InputStream (analogous to an input file) called

myInStrm, and initialize it from myUrl’s “openStream()” method.
Line 3 – create a buffered reader called myRdr, and initialize it using

a new input stream reader that uses myInStrm as the input stream.
Line 4-6 – perform a “while” loop that reads each line of text from

the reader, and as long as it is not the end of file, append the line just
read to a StringBuffer called strBuf (“strBuf” and “line” are defined
elsewhere in the program).

See FIGURE 2 (on page 26) for the complete “program.”
Without getting into too much detail, there are some great features of

Java for building GUI applications. One is that by defining a basic text
area, Java creates a fully functioning Notepad-like area for editing text,
complete with cut-and-paste capabilities. There is also the ability to do
unlimited “undo” and “redo” of all text changes. With a little more
code, the text area can be enclosed in an automatic scrolling window,
complete with mouse scroll control. The hard part was mapping the
scrolling capabilities to a Function Key.

Another great feature of Java was the ability to set up “Properties” that
can easily be written to or read from disk. I used these Property specifi-
cations to maintain a list of recently used files to put into a dropdown list

of datasets on the Edit entry screen, to keep track of IP Addresses and the
user-id and keep separate Properties based on the user and host. This
allows for uniquely customizing the PF Keys for each user and host.

Using Sun’s GUI development environment, “Forte for Java,” the
GUI screens can be developed graphically, without too much effort.
Java has various ways of arranging the screen components called “lay-
outs.” I used the “card layout” to stack the various ISPF screens like a
deck of cards, and put the desired screen on top of the deck as needed.

THE END PRODUCT: ISPF/FTP

I have put all this together into a software application called
ISPF/ftp. It is still being expanded, but at this point, it performs most
of the basic features of ISPF, like text editing, browsing, job submis-
sion, job output retrieval, dataset creation, deletion and renaming. See
Figures 3 through 6 for sample screen shots of the Main Menu, PF Key
Definition panel, Edit Member Selection panel (or file selection for
non-MVS systems) and a Library Utility “rename” example.

CONCLUSION

ISPF/ftp is currently available for beta testing, and can be down-
loaded on the web at http://www.geocities.com/ISPFftp. Beta versions

FIGURE 5: EDIT MEMBER SELECTION PANEL

FIGURE 6: LIBRARY UTILITY MEMBER LIST
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are free, although there will be a license fee
for the final version. Check the Web site for the
latest information and pricing. User feedback,
positive and negative, is encouraged, as are any
suggestions for improvement. If it sounds like
this tool can be useful to you, give it a try. I
think you will find its familiarity both helpful
and a timesaver.  

Jeff Gallagher was an
MVS systems program-
mer for 15 years before
becoming a programmer
analyst on both main-
frame and client-server

platforms. His time is now devoted to the contin-
ued development and support of ISPF/ftp. He lives
on Long Island, New York with his wife, Diane, and
their 12 cats.
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